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	The FreeBSD Handbook, 9781571762412 (1571762418), Walnut Creek, 1999

	The FreeBSD Handbook comes with the full FreeBSD Operating System on 1 CDROM. FreeBSD is a powerful, professional quality UNIX-compatible operating system.


	The FreeBSD Handbook is a comprehensive FreeBSD tutorial and reference. It covers installation, day-to-day use of FreeBSD, and much more, such as the Ports collection, creating a custom kernel, security topics, the X Window System, how to use FreeBSD's Linux binary compatibility, and how to upgrade your system from source using the "make world" command, to name a few.


	This Handbook is produced by the FreeBSD Documentation Project, a volunteer organization made up of hundreds of people cooperating over the Internet. It is written by people that use FreeBSD everyday, and are most familiar with it.
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Wireless IP and Building the Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2002
Wireless IP and Building the Mobile Internet is the first book to take a comprehensive
look at the convergence of wireless and Internet technologies
giving rise to the mobile wireless Internet as we know it. In short, the book
endeavors to provide an overview of all the elements required to understand
and develop the future...

		

Signal Processing Techniques for Knowledge Extraction and Information FusionSpringer, 2008
This book brings together the latest research achievements from various areas of signal processing and related disciplines in order to consolidate the existing and proposed new directions in DSP based knowledge extraction and information fusion. Within the book contributions presenting both novel algorithms and existing applications, especially...

		

Bitcoin for the BefuddledNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Unless you've been living under a rock for the last couple of years, you've probably heard of Bitcoin—the game-changing digital currency used by millions worldwide.

	
		But Bitcoin isn't just another way to buy stuff. It's an anonymous, revolutionary, cryptographically secure currency that functions...






	

How to Do Everything with Mac OS X PantherMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Experience the excitement of Apple’s revolutionary new release with help from this hands-on guide. Use the Finder to easily navigate files, folders, and applications and customize its display to meet your needs. Set up dozens of accounts and change users without logging out using the fast user switching feature. Access any open window or...

		

Critical Indigenous Rights Studies (Routledge Research in Human Rights Law)Routledge, 2018

	
		The field of ‘critical indigenous rights studies’ is a complex one that benefits from an interdisciplinary perspective and a realist (as opposed to an idealised) approach to indigenous peoples. This book draws on sociology of law, anthropology, political sciences and legal sciences in order to address emerging issues in...



		

Mechanics of Cellular Bone Remodeling: Coupled Thermal,  Electrical, and Mechanical Field EffectsCRC Press, 2013

	Research on bone remodeling has resulted in much new information and has led to improvements in design and biomedical practices. Mechanics of Cellular Bone Remodeling: Coupled Thermal, Electrical, and Mechanical Field Effects presents a unified exploration of recent advances, giving readers a sound understanding of...
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